The Large Volume Plasma device(LVPD), a cylindrically shaped, linear plasma device of ) and radial magnetic field ( ). The electromagnetic particle flux is observed to be much smaller than the electrostatic particle flux, .
) results primarily from the correlation between fluctuations of parallel electron current ( ) and radial magnetic field ( ). The electromagnetic particle flux is observed to be much smaller than the electrostatic particle flux, .
The EM flux is small but finite contrary to the conventional slab ETG model. The electromagnetic flux is non-ambipolar. A theoretical model is obtained for the EM particle flux in straight homogeneous magnetic field geometry. The theoretical estimates are seen to compare well with the experimental observations. Sluggish parallel ion response is identified as the key mechanism for generation of small but finite electromagnetic flux.
I. Introduction
Plasma transport continues to remain a core problem for magnetically confined fusion plasmas [2, 3] and hence motivates continued efforts in the domain of theoretical, computational and experimental investigations for a better understanding of the physical phenomena responsible for it. The observed plasma loss is found to be an order higher than the predicted classical and neo-classical values and is attributed to the turbulent transport caused by the fluctuations. These fluctuations can have electrostatic and or electromagnetic nature. Hence the net turbulent particle flux is made of the sum of electrostatic and electromagnetic pieces,
, where es  and em  represents the electrostatic and electromagnetic flux pieces.
The radial electrostatic flux appears due to correlation between density, ñ and perpendicular electric field fluctuations,  Ẽ i.e., ̃ ̃ . The radial electromagnetic flux forms from correlation between parallel current, of charge species, and radial magnetic field fluctuations, . Although significant advancement in developing an understanding is achieved as far as electrostatic flux contribution is concerned [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] the electromagnetic fluctuations driven radial flux is still not completely explored. Although, the electromagnetic particle flux has been reported from many devices, namely, the tokamaks [9, 10] , the stellerator [11] and reversed field pinch [12] [13] [14] etc. but despite this, electromagnetic electron scale fluctuations induced particle transport remain largely unaddressed. Despite extensive theoretical and numerical efforts on Electron Temperature Gradient(ETG) turbulence for tokamaks, the measurement of particle and energy transport due to ETG turbulence remain unexplored. Indirect inferences of its existence has been reported by various tokamaks viz., ASDEX [15] , Tore Supra [16] etc. but direct measurement of it has been reported only from NSTX [17, 18] . In the recent times, some of the low temperature laboratory plasma devices have reported successful demonstration of ETG [1, 19, 20] . The advantage these devices carry unlike their high temperature counterparts is their ease of operation and control of parameters which has helped them in reporting particle and energy transport in ETG background, in particular due to the electrostatic fluctuations. While the effect of the electromagnetic fluctuations on particle transport still remain unaddressed, the streaming of charged particles parallel to fluctuating magnetic field is considered as a powerful transport mechanism, particularly if field lines wander stochastically in space [21, 22] . The significance of magnetic fluctuations in the 3 edge of various toroidal devices suggests that they are very significant in contributing to transport in different device configuration regimes like reversed field pinches [23] , high beta tokamaks [24] , and tokamaks in L-H transition [25] .
The magnetic fluctuations can be driven by different instabilities present in plasma due to inhomogeneity in plasma parameters and basic understanding of magnetic fluctuation induced particle transport processes is thus of great interest and potentially critical to plasma density control and understanding fast particle losses in future plasmas like ITER. These energetic particles are present in magnetic fusion devices due to external plasma heating and eventually due to fusion born α-particles. It is necessary that these super-thermal particles are well confined while they transfer their energy to the background plasma [26] . As reported, magnetic fluctuations induced plasma transport can be large even if the fluctuation amplitude is extremely small [27] . The excited magnetic field fluctuations in high-temperature machines have their origin lies with instabilities excited during non-inductive heating and current drive by energetic particles. Even, they get excited by global tearing instabilities that often underlie the saw tooth oscillation associated with magnetic reconnection and lead to plasma relaxation.
The stochastic magnetic field is deliberately imposed in tokamak plasmas by using external coils to mitigate the edge-localized modes excited electromagnetic particle flux [28] .
However, transport due to magnetic fluctuations has been mainly studied indirectly by measuring runaway electron flux to a limiter. Such experiments are useful for probing the magnetic fluctuations but do not provide a local measurement of particle transport resulting from the magnetic field. In the past, direct measurement of magnetic fluctuation induced particle flux indeed has been reported but has been limited to the edge region of fusion devices using probes [13, 27] . However, not much progress was made for the core plasma where the temperature is high due to the inability of measurement tools.
In the recent time, Ding et al. [12] , have demonstrated measurement of magnetic field fluctuation induced particle transport from the core plasma of Madison RFP device. The presence of stochastic magnetic field supports non ambipolar transport (charge transport) since electrons stream rapidly along field lines. In such a situation, they report that measured electron flux is responsible for the rapid particle transport and it modifies the equilibrium density [29] .
They also reported that the measured particle transport exceeds the expected particle diffusion when ambipolarity is maintained because of the slowing down of an electron to ion diffusion but it agrees well with the expected values when ambipolarity is absent. In a theoretical sense, 4 non-ambipolarity can exist only when it is balanced by an opposing non-ambipolar flux in order to maintain plasma quasi-neutrality. However, Stoneking et al. [27] , Rempel et al. [13] , and Shen et al. [28] have reported that particle loss induced by magnetic field fluctuations is ambipolar in the edge plasma.
In high beta plasma of LVPD ( 2 . 0  ), the magnetic field fluctuations couples with the ETG mode instability to form what is dubbed as a whistler-ETG mode. In low beta plasma, the slab ETG mode is primarily driven by parallel compression of electron motion along the magnetic field. The compression effect in electron parallel motion will generate temperature and density perturbations. The density perturbation is an out of phase to potential perturbation via ion Boltzmann shielding effect. This potential perturbation creates E x B drift, which brings cold electrons in a compressed region and thus lowers the pressure. The lower pressure attracts more electrons, further increasing the compression. This positive feedback loop leads to instability.
However, in high beta plasma, Sushil et al. [30] , have shown that when electromagnetic effects are included, the ion-electron interchange symmetry breaks down. This is because the magnetic perturbations alter the electron dynamics; as a result, the parallel dynamics of ions and electron are no longer symmetric. The coupling of Whistler and ETG mode becomes important when the beta of plasma is high (i.e., ) but W-ETG mode again becomes unstable like ETG only when the electron temperature gradient crosses a threshold value, . In magnetized plasma, the electromagnetic flux in ETG background is expected to be zero as per the conventional ETG mode theory, where it is assumed that the electron current fluctuation is the total current fluctuation, . The radial electron particle flux can then be written as [31] ,
Where, The rest of paper is organized as follows; the experimental setup and diagnostics are described in section II. The experimental observations are discussed in section III. In section IV, we discuss the theoretical model and its comparison with experimental results. Finally, the summary and conclusion are provided in section V.
II. Experimental Setup
The experimental setup primarily consists of Large Volume Plasma Device (LVPD) [32] , the cathode, large electron energy filter(EEF) and diagnostics. The directional probes are developed for the measurement of parallel current density due to electrons, J ||,e and ions, J ||,i respectively [33, 34] . Miniature bi-filer B-dot probes are used for measuring the three components of magnetic field ( In LVPD, we have produced plasma conditions suitable for carrying out an unambiguous investigation on ETG turbulence. The recipe for such plasma is characterized by uniform plasma density, sharp electron temperature gradient, and plasma devoid of non-thermal electrons. This ensures that excited plasma instabilities have origin only in electron temperature gradient. Usually, filamentary discharges contain a large population of non-thermal electrons and hence producing ETG suitable conditions is a tedious assignment. Also, establishing an independent control over density and temperature profiles is proved to be a difficult task. We dressed LVPD plasma to meet these requirements by inventing a large-sized electron energy filter [1, 36] . The filter is a solenoid having rectangular cross section with 82% transparency and is placed across the diameter of the LVPD. It is of the variable cross-section with a maximum at its axis ( cm cm 4 190  ) and minimum near the walls ( cm cm 4 4  ). It divides LVPD plasma into three regions of source, EEF and target plasmas. [37] . The sandwiched EEF plasma region proposes a complex plasma scenario. We observed that energetic electrons are trapped in the mirror of the solenoid field of the EEF in the source plasma region of LVPD and no trace of these electrons is observed in the target region [36] . The transport across EEF magnetic field helps in producing a plasma profile 8 suitable for the excitation of ETG instability, in axially far-off region, approximately away from the EEF surface.
A comparison of plasma parameters in the three regions is given in table 1. A detailed description of LVPD, EEF, information about characteristic features of different plasma regions and details of conventional diagnostics is already described in the referred work [32, 36, 37] . The present study focuses on the target region, where scale length of the gradient in density and electron temperature satisfies the ETG threshold conditions. Table1: The typical plasma parameters obtained in the target, EEF and source plasmas of LVPD.
Plasma Parameters Source EEF Target
Plasma density, ( ) The plasma potential is measured using CTEP by operating it using floating point technique.
The CTEP heating current is varied till floating potential saturates. Figure 2 The second disc probe ( ) of the array is used for measuring parallel ion current.
This probe is kept at ( ) inside the ceramic tube to cater the effect of ion sheath expansion.). The I/V curve obtained for this is shown in figure (3) , suggesting that at high negative bias potential, the probe collects only ion current and its saturation indicates negligible effect of sheath expansion in ion current measurements. The current density is given as, , where is ion density, √ ; Bohm velocity, and the electronic charge. The parallel ion current density is estimated following ( 
III. Experimental Observations

A. ETG Turbulence characterization
The plasma of the far target region from EEF is characterized for ETG threshold conditions [1] . We have divided the target plasma of LVPD in two regions namely, core ( shown that in the absence of magnetic gradient and curvature effects, similar to situations prevailing in linear devices, the long wave length "toroidal" ETG-like mode can be excited, because coupling of the slab ETG mode with the whistler mode at high  leads to the similar compression physics that is valid for toroidal mode. They have shown similarity in temperature perturbations produced in continuity equation by finite diamagnetic compressibility due to non-zero  x B effect and finite diamagnetic compressibility due to B z perturbation effect and for both cases, their responses to temperature perturbations, which are responsible for temperature gradient driven mode, emerge in same phase. Moreover, they have
shown that W-ETG mode gets destabilized only when the electron temperature gradient crosses a threshold,  e > 2/3.
The generalized dispersion relation for the ETG mode is expressed as
Here we have introduced normalized parameters: , where R is an arbitrary normalization length.
Figure (7) shows the growth rate, real frequency, and variation of normalized fluctuations in a magnetic field and electron temperature with plasma density for different plasma beta values.
The figure 7 (a, b) shows that a variation of linear growth rate ( ˆ) and real frequency ( ̂) with increasing values of beta, all other parameters used are shown in the figure itself.
Numerical predictions suggests that the growth rate for the observed mode peaks at 45 . , where "q" is the charge, is observed to be but is finite. We found that the electromagnetic flux is finite even though as mentioned, it should be zero [44] . This has prompted us to look for the reason that why EM flux is finite in ETG plasma in slab geometry of LVPD.
IV. THEORETICAL MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISONS
A. Quasilinear theory for electromagnetic particle flux Electromagnetic electron particle flux is given by, (6) Since the total current perturbation is sum of electron and ion current perturbations the electron flux can be written as
Then noting that ( ) . Here, the displacement current contribution is 
Here is ion pressure perturbation and is equilibrium ion pressure gradient. Hence electromagnetic pseudo ion flux becomes
where the linear electromagnetic response function is given by
It is more enlightening to analyze the different pieces of the flux separately
Where we used the non-Boltzmannian ion response coming from the resonance of the ETG mode with the ions [8, 45] 
Where the non-adiabatic parameter is given by √ ( ) .
The third piece is
Here is pressure gradient scale length. It is noticeable that is of higher order in as compared to and . Assuming and noting that part of cancels with , we get the total radial flux as
Now recall the expression for electrostatic electron flux from Ref [8] .
For the typical , ( ), , , , the ratio of electromagnetic to electrostatic flux yields In figure 11 , we have made an attempt to estimate the experimentally observed particle flux due to electron and ion parallel motion, It was observed that the average electron and ion flux contribution differ significantly. This suggested that the electromagnetic flux may have a non ambipolar nature which can probably leads to the creation of radial charge separation balanced by the sum of divergence of Maxwell -stress and grad of axial magnetic field fluctuations.
As can be seen from equation (5), the difference in flux produced by electron and ions can be understood by the radial evolution of Maxwell stress.
B. Radial profiles of ion and electron fluxes and comparison with theoretically obtained values
In figure 12 , the electromagnetic fluctuations driven radial electron flux is measured during the steady state period between (6-8) ms of discharge pulse using the correlated parallel electron 
V. Summary and Conclusion
We studied electromagnetic particle flux due to ETG turbulence in LVPD. Figure   6 (c)).This is still an on-going work and will be presented elsewhere.
